BEGINNING READERS

11. Les bons petits singes. PB Little monkeys who imitate children’s good manners? It seems unbelievable to their puzzled mother…

12. Coussin hibou. C with one padded cushion, 220 fabric squares, a stylus and decorative pieces Punch the cushion with fabric pieces to create this adorable owl. Hoot! Hoot!

13. Si j’avais un tigre… PB, NF If a tiger were to visit you, what would he do? Accompany him to karate classes, at the dentist and at the hairdresser…

14. Une belle journée avec grand-papa. PB Theodora and her grandfather use public transit to go to the beach. They will remember their adventure forever…

15. J’adore ma maman. NF Did you know that baby cheetahs practice hunting by jumping on their mom? Discover memorable moments that mommy and baby animals share.

16. Ma mère exagère! PB A visit to the shopping mall with a mother who exaggerates can be quite annoying, even worse, EMBARRASSING…

17. Fafounet a un petit frère. PB Meet Fafounet’s new little brother: Fafouni!

INDEPENDENT READERS

32. Grade 1.
33. Grade 2.
34. Grade 3.
35. Grade 4.
36. Grade 5.
37. Grade 6.

Express français. A Grammar, spelling, vocabulary, conjugation… 150 exercises and 5 quizzes to become a pro in French.

18. Nos voisins les pirates. PB When the Bâbord-Tréboul family moves to the neighbourhood, Mathilde is thrilled. Finally, some interesting neighbours!

19. Ma santé : Je vais chez le docteur. NF What happens when you go to the doctor? Stethoscope, medication, waiting room… The ideal book to demystify a first visit to the medical clinic!

20. Jeu de math – Les trois petits cochons. G with 1 large game board + 4 small game boards + 54 game pieces + 1 spinner The big bad wolf wants to destroy your house… Use your math skills to accumulate enough bricks to reinforce it!

21. Barbouille. PB Circle, Square and Triangle are doing just fine but when Barbouille draws them together, their imaginations soar.

22. Joue avec les lettres. M, H + magnetic letters and magnetic board D like dragon, D like dinosaur… Learn the alphabet and assemble letters to create words.

23. Je lis! Sciences : Animaux 2 – Série D. NF, 6 books Learn to read with animals.

24. Apprendre en jouant. A, 2 books Trace numbers and letters, recognize opposites and forms but most of all, have fun!

25. Mes premiers petits livres - Série C. PB, 20 books The whole serie for only $1 per book!

26. Toujours parfait. PB, 3 books Three funny short stories to stimulate beginner readers.

27. La grosse patate. PB A farmer plants a potato that becomes huge. To pick it, he calls on his wife, who calls on her daughter, who calls on her dog, who calls on…

28. L’invention de M. Monsieur. PB M. Monsieur builds a caterpillar catching machine to protect his flowers. Unfortunately, he didn’t take into consideration the repercussions on the environment…

29. Je suis écolo. PB, C, 5 books I am environmentally friendly!

30. Ensemble Tsum Tsum. J + 3 stackable erasers + 1 pencil case These familiar, friendly faces are too cute and they come with a notebook to fill with sweet doodles and thoughts!

31. Les petits classiques. PB, 2 books Celebrate spring time with your favourite characters!
38. La classe de Madame Zoé : Vive le vélo! IN Madame Zoé's class goes on a bicycle day trip. Everything goes smoothly until lunch time when the chaos begins. When it’s time to leave, William is missing...

39. Trio Premiers romans. IN, 3 books Easy to read illustrated novels at a discounted price!

40. Je sais tout : Les animaux du Canada. NF Otters, foxes, beavers… Learn about Canadian animals through anecdotes, comparisons, games and technical vignettes.

41. Lego® Legends of Chima™ – Brickmaster : La quête du Chi. PB, M, H + 2 minifigurines + bricks Read the story. Build the models. Play!

42. Mini monde vivant : Les bébés félins. NF Did you know that feline babies stay with their mom during the first two years of their lives?

43. Lili B Brown Mystère : Enquête au terrain de jeu. IN Who could have put leaves in Laurent's sandwich? Simon seems guilty, but the Club Secret Enigmes et Mystères must ensure they catch the right suspect.

44. Trooooolllllll plat hel IN Hurry! Zou is going on a nature hike. But DAR! She is part of the "loser's" team. This activity promises to be very loooooolllllng!

45. Trooooolllllll loin! IN During a school outing, Zou gets lost in the woods. Will she be found alive and well? Very funny!

46. Projet génial. N The 3rd grade teacher announces her writing project: Le projet génial. But Owen is a sports guy, he doesn't like to write. Can he be convinced that this project isn't that bad after all?

47. Trucs secrets pour garçons seulement. J, P + 1 lock + 2 keys Invent your own secret code and keep it away from indiscrete eyes. Comes with a UV pen to write secret messages!

48. Papeterie La vie en rose. Stationery with 12 sheets of paper + 12 envelopes + 1 stamp + 2 erasers + 1 sheet of stickers + a 16cm x 23cm box Send sweet notes to your loved ones!

49. Capitaine Static : Le Duel des superhéros. GN, Tome 8, by Alain Bergeron The city is too small for two superheroes. Capitaine Static must defend his title and face Paul Magnétique. Does he have any chance to win?

50. Garfield N° 69. CO 96 pages of full colour comic strips.

51. Duo Capitaine Static. GN, 2 books, tomes 6 & 7, by Alain Bergeron It's never too late to save the world in the company of our friend with the red cape!

52. De Vimy à la victoire. NF April 9th 1917 – In memory of our Canadian soldiers during the First World War.


54. Minecraft : Redstone – Le guide officiel. R, H All you need to know about the use and properties of the Redstone minerall!

55. 300 blagues! Et plus… Joke books, 3 books May 1st is the World Laughter Day. Take the opportunity to memorize a few jokes!

56. Duo Capitaine Bobette. IN, A, 2 books Fun and laughter guaranteed!

57. Geronimo Stilton : Le Royaume de l'Horloge magique. IN, H The fairy queen Floridiana has suddenly become old and sad. The magic clock must quickly be blown down otherwise Floridiana will die, bringing her to the whole Fantasy Kingdom...

58. Trio Raina Telgemeier. GN, 3 books Benefit from this great deal to acquire all three bestselling graphic novels!

59. Tommysaure. CO Ely has just lost his beloved dog, his only best friend. To help him overcome his grief, his parents send him to Grandpa Joe's farm where he makes a new, epic friend.

60. Mes animaux zombies : La revanche du chat fantôme. N Joe must help a zombie kitten to protect her sister. Will he succeed? Very funny!

61. Les chiens. N Cameron and his mother move to an old house in the country. He then starts to witness strange phenomena. Could this sinister house be haunted?

62. Quatuor Chair de poule. N, 3 books + 1 eyeball in an egg Scary, terrifying, breathtaking!

63. Connais-tu? Léonard de Vinci. NF, CO Did you know that Leonardo da Vinci was the instigator of several future inventions?

64. iScience. NF, H + a downloadable application You can now generate sparks and electricity on your kitchen table thanks to the iScience application. Chemistry and physics fans will be delighted!

65. Souvenirs d’Anne Frank. NF, H Get to know Anne Frank through the journal that she kept while she was hiding from the Nazis. May 4th is Holocaust Remembrance Day.


67. L'académie Grimm. N, 3 books, tomes 1-2-3 Cendrillone, Blanche et Rouge team up to defeat the evil plans plotted against them.

68. Mes dessins de mode. C Jewellery, dresses, hairdos… Put your best fashion design ideas on paper!

69. Ma première... NF, 4 books My first baby sister, my first school trip, my first visit to the dentist and my first visit to the hospital! Children can be intimidated by certain events in their lives – talk it over with them!

70. Trio rigolo. N, 3 books Join Daphné, Laurence and Yo in 9 hilarious short stories written by different Canadian authors.

71. Klutz : Moi et mes amies. J with an elastic closure and stickers A friendship journal to be filled out with your BFFs now and to be kept forever!

72. L'autobus magique présente les volcans et les tremblements de terre. NF, H What makes the earth shake? Explore the most famous volcanos and faults in the world with Madame Frisels’ class.

73. Mon atelier pochoir : Les animaux de la jungle. NF, C with 15 stencils Which animal is the biggest animal in the jungle? Read the story and colour in the stencils!

74. Coup de Soleil. CO Following a family drama, Solei is sent to Florida to spend the summer with her grand-father. Expect an unforgettable vacation…

75. Savais-tu? Les Autruches. NF, CO Did you know that an ostrich can reach a speed of 70km per hour?

76. Le bon petit livre. PB, H A grumpy little boy enters the library, grabs a book and starts to read. Little by little, he starts to enjoy the book and discovers the joy of reading.

77. Diabolique dentiste. N Alfie and Gabz have reservations towards the new dentist. Do they need to worry? Could she have bad intentions?

78. Pout-Pout le poisson. PB With his grumpy expression, Pout-Pout the new dentist. Do they need to worry? Could she have bad intentions?

79. Mots mystères N° 30. A, P An ideal activity to enrich the vocabulary!

80. Gangster : Mieux vaut prévenir que périr. IN, Tome 2 Do you want to follow the adventures of a real hero? Learn his intentions?

81. Gangster : Méfiez-vous de ceux qui n'aiment pas les chats. IN, Tome 1 During the day, I become Gangster, the predator… at night, I become Gangster, the predator… at night, I become Gangster, the predator…